State selection in coupled identical biochemical systems with coexisting stable states.
This work examines state selection for coupled biochemical systems with coexisting stable states. For biochemically identical biochemical systems, different coupled systems are examined for the coexistence of (a) one steady state and one oscillatory state or (b) two oscillatory states. For case (a), it is revealed that state selection is always governed by two key factors: the values of kinetic parameters and the coupling strength. When the coupling strength is small, the coupled systems remain in the basin of attraction of their original states. When it is sufficiently large, all coupled systems are always entrained, independently of their original states. Furthermore, for the entrainment, which of the two coexisting states is selected depends sensitively on the activity of recycling enzyme (one of kinetic parameters). It is shown that this is because changing the activity of recycling enzyme alters the size of basin of attraction of each state. When both systems in the same oscillatory state are coupled, an additional factor, namely phase shift between two oscillations, may also affect state selection, and coupling may cause the systems to select either the original oscillatory state or the coexisting steady state. In addition to the features of case (a), case (b) also supports quasiperiodic oscillations and synchronisation of two periodic oscillations. Implications of the results for understanding state selection during the evolution of coupled biochemical systems with coexisting stable states are discussed.